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Issues
Collection isn’t readily accessed 
distributed across 1450 libraries
not always cataloged
requires physical access
Collection not easily searched
minimal metadata
obsolete file formats
   ... 
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Issues Cont.
Software becoming obsolete
lotus 1-2-3 no longer supported in Office
many titles have proprietary software 
Knowledge of software use eroding
many MSDOS, windows 3.1 applications
install instructions often incorrect for later versions 
of windows
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 1. All depository libraries should have a written policy regarding public services 
for Government information in electronic formats. This policy should contain 
provisions for no-fee access to computer workstations with CD-ROMs, 
diskettes, and the Internet. These should be equal to or exceed the services 
provided for other collections of the library.
   2. All depository libraries should offer access to Government electronic 
information disseminated through the Federal Depository Library Program to 
the general public. Attempts must be made to obtain hardware that meets the 
latest "Recommended Specifications for Public Access Work Stations in 
Federal Depository Libraries" as published annually in Administrative Notes.
   3. All depository libraries should make tangible electronic products and 
services (CD-ROMs, floppy diskettes) which they select available to the 
general public in a timely manner. For example, if a product is not currently 
loaded and/or supported on a depository library's computer workstation, the 
depository library should attempt to provide access to it within a designated 
time frame as determined by each library. If the depository library is unable to 
provide adequate access to and technical support of tangible electronic 
products, circulation of those products should be made available in accordance 
with the library's circulation policies of other non-governmental tangible 
electronic products or other depository resources
FDLP GuideLines
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Our Strategy
Provide web access and search for collection
Provide migration to web formats
Preserve access to collections through web 
based emulation
Provide mechanisms for sparse community to 
contribute usage metadata
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Remainder of Talk
Building a “Raw” Archive
Improving Browsing Through Migration
Emulation
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Raw Archive
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Cheap to build (5 minutes/CD), few TBytes storage
Easy to enable browsing of “raw” files
Issues (lots)
obsolete files, programs
limited search capability
copyright/access control issues
limited metadata
no way to validate bits
no universal “id” for items in collection
IU collection incomplete
Building the “Raw” Archive
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Chemical Emergency Preparedness ...
EP 1.104: C 42/2
30000065997136
3000065997136.iso
http://isorecorder.alexfeinman.com/isorecorder.htm
Work-study student using 
isorecorder on PC
“ISO” Files
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An ISO image (.iso) is a disk image of an ISO 9660 file system. ISO 9660 is an 
international standard originally devised for storing data on CD-ROM. More loosely, it 
refers to any optical disc image, even a UDF image.
As is typical for disc images, in addition to the data files that are contained in the ISO 
image, it also contains all the filesystem metadata, including boot code, structures, 
and attributes. All of this information is contained in a single file. These properties 
make it an attractive alternative to physical media for the distribution of software that 
requires this additional information as it is simple to retrieve over the Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iso_file
BuiLDING Database
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Chemical Emergency Preparedness ...
EP 1.104: C 42/2
30000065997136
Database Entry
30000065997136
Workstudy Student
Library staff
lookup “key”
2886148
Catalog Record
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2886148
script to z39.50 server
marcxml
xml to html
Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevention Office library on
CD [computer file] : a one-stop reference 
Washington, DC : U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response, 2000.
1 computer optical disc ; 4 3/4 in.
76.8 MB hard drive space; Adobe Acrobat Reader + Search version 3.0 (included on
this CD-ROM); Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows 98; Adobe Acrobat for Macintosh.
"Issued April 2000."
"EPA 550-C00-001"--disc label.
Contains information on chemical accident prevention and emergency preparedness
and response.
1. Chemicals--Safety measures. 2. Hazardous substances--Safety 
measures.
1 37
#9138BB
Full Record
Accessing Files on Iso
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ISO files mounted using iso9660 file system on 
Linux
We mount on demand using “automounter”
Export all iso file systems through Apache
Web interface to simplify browsing of iso file 
systems
“Free” Interface
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An Immediate Benefit
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> This comes to me following a telephone call from Alex Ragno, an
> attorney in New Jersey, who says that there Is a link from the CS
> homepage to an old OSHA case of a client of his, Peter Regna. He would
> like it removed from the web if possible, because I think he thinks it
> reflects badly on his client.
>
> What can you find out about this? (I didn’t open the link, but did a
> search on the lawyer; couldn’t find anything about Peter Regno in a
> quick search.)
>
> Thanks.
>
> Lucy
>
> *From:* Alexdrago124@aol.com [mailto:Alexdrago124@aol.com]
> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 18, 2007 2:22 PM
> *To:* lbatters@cs.indiana.edu
> *Subject:* Peter Regna
>
> As discussed, please see link below. My client would like to know why
> someone at IU has published this 10 year old matter on the web.
>
> http://www.cs.indiana.edu/sudoc/image_30000056020518/30000056020518_3/pdf_1996/94_0055.pdf
>
> 201 207 0413.
>
>
Searching
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Searching
20
New Interface
21
Migration on Demand
22
Migration (Movie)
23
Spreadsheet
24

  DBASE
26
Large Experiment
27
average time cost and success rate. We conclude with a discussion of migration
and a deeper analysis of performance issues including the space requirements for
caching precomputed migrated renditions.
3.1 Format Identification
Reliable automated identification of file formats is a key technical issue with
document preservation. There are projects focused upon cataloging and identi-
fying file formats [27,12,11], but there are no solutions which are immediately
applicable for systems such as ours. We performed file format identification using
the UNIX file utility and suffix matching. [10] (A similar approach is used in
the DROID system. [1]) The major file types identified using these techniques
and their frequencies are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Top 18 file distributions by type.
It is important to note that there is no reliable, fully automated way to iden-
tify file formats. For example, dBase index files cannot be identified by content,
though their suffix (.idx) in the context of related database files is a strong in-
dicator. We found it necessary to “tune” the database used by file in order to
eliminate obvious false matches and to develop suffix matching in the context of
the collections we are studying. While tuning our identification heuristics was a
5
1885 CD-ROMS
3.9 Million Files
Migration CandidatEs
28
necessary step, it was not particularly time consuming. Using the data extracted
from file identification, we selected the migration paths in Table 1 for further
study.
Suffix Number in Destination
Archive
Image formats .gif .bmp .pcx .tif .png 697624 JPG
NASA CDF .cdf 122079 ASCII text, XML
DBase III, IV .dbf 22851 XML / HTML
Lotus 1-2-3 .123 .wk1 .wks 19414 XML / HTML
MS Excel .xls 12268 XML / HTML
Corel WordPerfect .wp4(5,6) .wp .wpd 3282 Adobe PDF
MS Word 6, 95, 97 .doc .wri 1804 Adobe PDF
MS Access .mdb 1703 XML / HTML
Video formats .avi .swf .mov .mpg .vob 1176 Flash Video (.flv)
MS PowerPoint .ppt 380 Adobe PDF
Table 1. Conversion candidates
Those file formats selected for migration comprise nearly 25% of the 3.9
million files within the complete archive. Of the remaining documents, approxi-
mately 33% million (915,138 HTML and 448,716 additional ASCII) required no
migration. 18,461 files could not be read due to permissions errors or corrupt
images.
653,287 files in the archive were identified as binary data without a fur-
ther application reference. We performed a simple automated test to determine
whether an individual file’s contents consisted of greater than 70% ASCII text,
and found 57,454 of these files fit this criterion. Of the remaining 596,265 “true”
binary files, 122,079 were NASA CDF files already accounted for in the migration
scheme. 88,117 of the remaining files were easily identified by common extension
as geospatial (GIS) data. An additional 86,671 GIS-derived binary files with no
extension were located in related directories. Approximately 30 other well iden-
tified binary formats were observed – including various MS-DOS, Windows, and
UNIX executables, font files, and database support documents – each comprised
of between 1,000 and 10,000 files. Several hundred older or more esoteric formats
with fewer than 100 files were also identified.
3.2 Migration Tools
We discuss the techniques used to translate each of the identified file types and
evaluate two distinct criteria for those types: the percentage of documents that
can be successfully translated, and the average translation time required. A full
evaluation of successful migration would necessarily involve multiple independent
assessments of the migrated document contents as compared to our original “gold
standard” archival items; for this preliminary work, we consider a translation
6
Conversion Tools
29
Image Conversion Python Imaging Library
NASA CDF CDF Libraries
DBase libdbf
Excel, Lotus 1-2-3 gnumeric
Word,Wordperfect, Powerpoint OpenOffice
Video FFmpeg
Conversion Data
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successful if the result is generated without an error generated by the translation
tool. Our results are summarized in Table 2.
Successful Failures Time/File
conversions
Image formats 692118 2908 < 1s
NASA CDF 122079 3 3s
DBase III, IV 34352 718 < 1s
MS Excel 12279 11 < 1s
Lotus 1-2-3 19086 3 < 1s
Corel Wordperfect 1104 5 6s
MS Word 6, 95, 97 1267 99 7s
MS Acesss 2084 1 < 1s
Video formats 1176 48 6s
MS PowerPoint 161 6 5s
Table 2. Conversion Success
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Legacy Word Processing Formats
Migration of Microsoft Office documents in an automated environment presents
a series of challenges. Microsoft specifically recommends against the use of server-
side automation with the Office suite of applications, primarily for stability and
security concerns. Additionally, alterations to the proprietary Microsoft Com-
pound Document File Format, along with changes in the Windows operating
system, have led to modern versions of the Office suite which will no longer
reliably read all documents created with previous Office products. While Mi-
crosoft provides additional tools for the migration of such documents (at the
time of writing, a conversion utility for migration of all documents from Office
97 through Office 2007 is available), these are similarly subject to server-side
scripting concerns.
We explored the use of OpenOffice in the interpretation and migration of
existing Microsoft Word and legacy WordPerfect documents. OpenOffice is ca-
pable of reading the proprietary Microsoft format, can be run in a “headless”
environment suitable to execution in daemonized mode on a server, and sup-
ports a number of language bindings through the Universal Network Objects
package that make scripting of conversion processes possible. While OpenOffice
continues to suffer from a number of stability problems in the context of server-
side automation, we were able to mitigate the effects of these through the use
of a watchdog timer tuned to terminate processes after a threshold period. Our
archive contains 494 files with the .wrd extension (typically used by MS-DOS
versions of Microsoft Word) which cannot be handled directly by OpenOffice.
No conversion attempt was made on these files. Of the remaining 1816 Word
documents, approximately 450 were discarded prior to conversion due to errors
7
Conversion Resources
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Number in Original Size Converted Size
Archive Total Mean Total Mean
Image formats 692118 50676MB 75KB 118074MB 175KB
NASA CDF 122079 148543MB 1247KB 9121MB 77KB
DBase III,IV 34352 65410MB 1991KB 1360MB 41KB
Lotus 1-2-3 19086 617MB 33KB 2142MB 115KB
MS Excel 12279 1038MB 6018KB 331KB < 1KB
Corel WordPerfect 1104 179MB 167KB 227MB 212KB
MS Word 6, 95, 97 1267 405MB 330KB 196MB 160KB
MS Acesss 2084 12241MB 6018KB 331KB < 1KB
Video Formats 1176 7856MB 18MB 978MB 2308KB
MS PowerPoint 161 199MB 800KB 132MB 53KB
Table 3. Conversion Resources
neous document and data collections original distributed by the United States
Government Printing Office. We conducted our experiments utilizing open source
tools to perform migration from proprietary and increasingly obsolete formats
to modern web accessible renditions. The results indicated a high success rate
with these tools and modest space/time requirements.
The collections studied are a subset of those distributed by the GPO. For
example they do not include publications of the US Department Health and
Human Services which include significant data in SETS (Statistical Export and
Tabulation System) and additional formats. We also do not provide migration
for GIS data because we are uncertain how to present these data in a browseable
format.
The results presented here represent the operation of tools modified over
many iterations to provide acceptable results in an automated environment suit-
able for server-side operation. Binary file types, in particular, present a challenge
in scripted settings where care must be taken to differentiate between program-
matic exceptions related to the tool or I/O subsystem, and those which represent
legitimate failures to convert non-corrupt files. The relatively low failure per-
centages presented in the previous section, along with per-file conversion times
suitable for on-demand migration, provide strong support for the development
of such systems.
Future work may include tunable profiles with timeouts optimized for file type
and distribution within the archive, custom codec sets for multimedia transla-
tion, and additional pre-migration tests for file integrity. In the context of the
web application for which these migration profiles have been developed, a small
percentage of failures is not unreasonable, as the user has access to the original
files and may pursue additional strategies to translate these into an appropriate
modern format.
The migration techniques we discussed are part of a larger system develop-
ment effort. This system will provide collection browsing through migration and
enable execution of original documents in their contemporary execution envi-
10
Browsing In ARchives
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Inside Archive
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Source:  Virtualization Overview, Copyright VMware
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Document 
Repository
Software 
Repository
Web
Server
Compute
Server
Document
Supporting Files
Software
OS Emulator
Model Architecture
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Actions in Response To Patron 
Request
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A pre-configured emulator is allocated
Emulator is customized
Document file system mounted
Document specific installation executed
Shared file directories created for patron use
Link to emulator and web accessible file system 
provided through patron browser
Emulator executes remotely under patron control


How this Work Might be Used
41
Libraries share pool of software images and 
licenses
Libraries share expertise in supporting various 
document collections
Libraries collaborate to provide redundancy
Patrons access from anywhere without needing 
to obtain or install special software
Why not just migration
Loss of information -- e.g. word edits
Loss of fidelity -- e.g. WordPerfect to Word isn’t very good
Loss of authenticity -- users of migrated document need 
access to original to verify authenticity
Not always possible -- closed proprietary formats
Not always feasible -- costs may be too high
Emulation may necessary to enable migration
42


Status
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2300 CD-ROMs on line
Browse only implementation (no migration)  
 http://cgi.cs.indiana.edu/~geobrown/svp
Migration implementation (“real soon now”)
Public access to Emulation (??)
Issues Not Discussed
User Metadata Contributions
Access Control
Replication and long-term preservation
Automated testing
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